
The THUNDER1 is a 1" tweeter pair with crossover that can handle up to 90W RMS power. This unit features a 
soft dome tweeter that offers excellent clarity and imaging in the high range of your audio. The rich, full sound of 
these gorgeous speakers is amazing. You will be impressed.

To The Next Level
The THUNDER Series speakers are designed to take any car audio installation to the next level while delivering 
a full-range, sound experience for all types of music.

THUNDER1 Key Features
Enhances high frequency sound in bass heavy vehicles.

25mm soft dome tweeter can be mounted anywhere to improve imaging and exceed expectations, with the

ability to clearly recreate the crispest highs.

The specially designed crossover uses mylar capacitors for superior signal integrity.

Concave cone design for improved off-axis response.

1-Way crossover and adjustable tweeter level.

Tweeter can be mounted in flush or surface mount adaptor and swivels within adaptor for superior imaging.

The Next Level
Improves any stock stereo to deliver a full-range 

sound experience.

Versatile Mount
Tweeters can be flush or surface mounted with 

swivel for imaging control.

To The Next Level
The THUNDER Series speakers are designed to take any car audio installation to the next level while delivering a 
full-range, sound experience for all types of music. This unit is a soft dome tweeter that offers excellent highs with 
clarity and imaging.

Bring The THUNDER
MTX doesnt just make speakers that sound good in a soundlab. THUNDER Components sound "Badass" in your 
ride whatever it may be. Like all MTX Audio Products, the THUNDER Component Series brings the THUNDER to 
your car.

MTX Engineers, the best around, came up with this speaker series that keep dollars in your pocket book, but still 
brings you awesome sounding components for your ride. The THUNDER Component Series is best used with 
external amplification to deliver unmatched low frequency reproduction and dazzling sound quality for all types of 
music.

MTX Knows what "THUNDER" sounds like! Do you?

https://www.carid.com/speakers.html
https://www.carid.com/mtx-audio/



